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1. INTRODUCTION 
The singular integral equation 
(1.1) 
where L = (al, by) U ( us, bs), ai 2 0, is considered here, for its complete solution, in the special 
circumstances when g and f are differentiable functions. Note that the intervals (ai, bi), (us, bs) 
are assumed to be disjoint and f(0) = 0, if al = 0. 
Integral equations of the form (1.1) arise in connection with the problem of scattering of surface 
water waves, in deep water, associated with vertical barriers involving an infinite barrier with 
two gaps in it (see [l]). 
In the present paper, we will explain two methods of solution of the integral equation (1.1). 
We use a differentiation technique originally employed by Estrsda and Kanwal [2] in one method 
and a straightforward complex variable technique in the other to solve the integral equation (1.1) 
defined over two disjoint intervals completely and deduce the solution g(u) which is bounded at 
all the end points of the intervals. In the general case, when L = (al, bl) U (~2~4) U. . . U (an, b,), 
the solution of the integral equation (1.1) can be handled similarly and is explained briefly at the 
end of the paper. 
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Institute of Science, for carefully going through the manuscript and giving valuable suggestions to improve it. He 
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2. THE METHODS OF SOLUTION 
2.1. Method of Differentiation 
In this method, by assuming that f and g are differentiable functions in the domain L, we 
differentiate (see [2]) both sides of equation-(l.l), with respect to x, and using the transformations 
72 = u, x2 = p, 91(w) = g(v1/2 ), fl (p) = -f’(p112), to obtain the following new integral equation 





---c&J = h(P), 7r Lip-v PE L’, 
where L’ = (us, b:) U ( a$, bg), whose solution is well known [3, p. 1481 and is given by the formula 
1 
91(u) = - I 
AIL dp + Ao + Alv 
rS(v) L’ (P-W) S(v) ’ 
v E L’, 
where 
i 
- { (rc - uf) (bq -x) (x -u;) (x - b;))““, 
‘(x)= {(x-uf)(x-b:)(x-u;)(b;-x)}“2, 
for UT < x < b’f, 
for u?j < x < bi, 
and A,,, Al are arbitrary constants. 
Reverting back to the old variables, we obtain the general solution of equation (1.1) as given 
by 
2 
g(u) = - 
I 
tf’(t)s,@) dt + Ao + Au2 
7T&(u) L (242 - t2> Sl(UzL) ’ 




{(x2 - uf) (x2 - b:) (x2 - ~2”) (b; - x2)}1’2, for u2 < x < b2, 
and Ao, Al are arbitrary constants. 
2.2. A Function-Theoretic Method 
We consider the following sectionally analytic function F(z) given by: 
which represents an analytic function in the complex z-plane (z = x + iy, i2 = -1) cut along the 
segments, denoted by 0 = (-bz, -u2) U (-b,, --al) U (al, bl) U (~2, b2), and which is such that 
F(z) N O(l/z2), for large 1~1. 
Then, using the generalized identities 
(4 
(ii) 
we determine the limiting values F*(x) of F(z), as z + x f i0, as given by 
F*(x) = 
&~g(~)logl~/ du&trg(x), forxE(ul,bl)U(uz,bz), 
du 7 irg(-x), for x E (A?, -42) U (41, --al), 
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Utilizing the above limiting functions F*(s) along with the integral equation (l.l), we deduce 
the following functional relations: 
(9 F+(x) + F-(x) = s(x), 
(4 F+(x) -F-(x) = X(x), for 2 E R, 
(24 
where 
s(x) = 2rf ‘(xc), for x E (al, 61) U (~2, b), 




2+7(x), for x E (al, h) U (a2, bz), 
-2mlg(-x), for x E (-b2, -42) U (-Al, -al). (24 
Of the above two relations in (2.2), relation (i) is a standard Riemann-Hilbert problem (see [3, 
p. 148]), whose solution, satisfying the correct order behaviour for large 1~1, is obtained as 
F(z) = FO(Z)Fl(Z), 
where PO(Z), the homogeneous solution of (2.2)(i), is chosen as 
Fe(z) = 
1 
((22 -c-i:, (22 - bq) (9 -u;, (3 - b$}l’” 
which gives the following limiting values, as z -+ x +Z i0: 
for x E (~1, h) U (42, -4, 
F:(x) = 
fi-(x~-u:)(x2-b:);x2-u;)(x2-b~)}”2’ 
*{-(x2 - uf) (x2 - b:)yx2 - u;, (x2 - b;)}“2’ 
for x E (4, -1) U (~2, b2), 
and then, since the complex function F(z) is even, Fl(z) is determined, by using the Plemelj’s 
formulae, in the form 
1 FI(z) = 1 J 49 27T2 .Q Fo+(t)(t - %) dt + Ao + A1.z2, 
where Ao, Al are arbitrary constants. 
Using the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem (2.2)(i), and once again utilizing the 
Plemelj’s formulae along with the relations (2.2)(ii) and (2.3), we obtain the solution of the 
integral equation (1.1) as given by relation (2.1). 
Thus, the above two methods give rise to the same solution with unknown constants Ao, Al to 
be determined. In order to determine these constants, we observe, by a direct integration, that 
the following relations hold good: 
J ug(u) du = A0 L J zdu+Al L Sl(U) J u3 du - , L Sl(U) 
J u3g(u) du = A0 L J 72 -du+Al L Sl(U) J u5 du Ls10 . 
(2.4) 
We calculate the integrals sL ug(u) du and sL u3g(u) du through the original integral equa- 
tion (1.1) by evaluating certain integrals by using the contour integration procedure. 
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Multiplying the integral equation (1.1) by the functions l/&(z) and x2/S,(~) and integrating 
over L, we get the system of linear equations to be solved for the unknown integrals Jii g(u) du 
and snb,? i(u) du which are obtained as 
s h a1 g(u) du - T1zp) / f(u) du “I’?) L %(~I J u2f(u) du L Sl(U) > 
bz Tll (al) g(u)du = a 
J 
u2f (u) - - 
L Sl(U) 
du _ n12(ad 
A J &kdu L Sl(U) ’ 
where 
11(u) = J 1 - log L Sl(Z) u+x u-x dx, ~2W=~-&“g/~/ dx, 
(2.5) 
and 
A = ~1(dz(b2) -I1(b2)~2(~). (2.6) 
Again, multiplying the integral equation (1.1) by the functions T(x), .x22’(x), and x47’(x) and 
integrating over L, where 
(x2 - 4) (x2 - 4 
T(x) = 
I 
(bf - x2) (x2 - b;) 
1’2 , for ul < x < bl, 
cx2 - ‘:) cx2 - ‘z) 
(x2 - b:) (b; - x2) 
1’2, for u2 < x < b2, 
we derive three relations in terms of different unknown integrals and, then, utilizing these relations 
recursively, along with the relations (2.5), we obtain the unknown integrals in the relation (2.4) 
as given by 
J ug(u) du = {a~ - Ua))Mbd - {bzn - W2))Idal) A fbd, 
& - Mal))4(bz) - {bzs - &&)}11(al) 
Ii L &(u) 
IJ - du + J 
(2.7) 
_ 




J u3g(u) du = 3 L J f(u) -du+ - A L S1(u) J u2f(u) d  L Sl(U) 
- Liu4- J 3Cru2 + 3(C; - C2)] f(u)T(u) du, 
where 
with 
Dl = F(al)lz(h) - F(b2)12(4, D2 =J'(~l)~~(bz) -Wz)~l(4 
in which 
F(x) = 3 [-15(2)+CJ4(5)- (c,z -C2)13(x)] +u;7r 
1 
Cl = - [(bl + bz) - (~1 + u2)1, 
2 
c2 = ; f3 6; + b:) - (a:: + a;) - 2(azbz + ulbl) + 2(b2 - a2)(bl - ul)] , 
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J 
for ~1 < z < bl, 
14(u) = 
L for a2 < x < bz, 
15(u) = J for al < x < bl, L C2 (u - b2) + 4 ( u2-b;)+;(u3-b;) +&(bz), 1 
foraz<x<bz, 
and A is given by relation (2.6). 
The unknown constants A0 and Al can be determined from relations (2.4) along with rela- 
tions (2.7) and (2.8) and are given by 
where 
Thus, we conclude here that solution (2.1) with the constants A0 and Al, given by relation (2.9), 
is the unique solution of the original integral equation (1.1). The important aspect of the solution 
of equation (1.1) is that the function g represents an unbounded function at all the endpoints. 
2.3. Bounded Solution at the Endpoints 
Utilizing the identities 
{ (t2 _ a2) (b2 _ t2)}1’2 = (t2 - u2;t;w;;;;~-;2;;;2u2 - t2), 
{ (9 _ 4 (t2 _ b2)}1’2 = (t2 - u2~t~-~~~~t~162~~~2u2 - b2) , 
in relation (2.1), we derive the solution of the integral equation (1.1) which is bounded at all the 
end points as given by (see [4]) 
/ tf ‘(t) 
+lw2jla-1 {-771(q}l/2 (u2 _ t2) dt 
SCULL) = ( 
+&~l(u)]~~~j-; l--Tlct)tji;~;u2 _ t2) 4 for ~1 < x < bl, 
-2 J b1 ~{-Tl(v)p2 a1 tf'(t){-G(t)p'2 dt 
(2.10) 
(u2 - @) 
2 J b2 \ ++z(u))‘/” a2 tf'(t){-G(t))1'2 dt (22 -P) ’ for a2 < x < b2, 





AI+; - ww2 dt = 07 
s 
bl 
AI + ; a1 tf’(t){-T,(t)}1’2 dt + i J 
bz tf'(t){-T l(t)}"2 dt = 0, a2 
where 
(x2 - uf) (x2 - bf) 
Tl(x) = @2 - u;) (x2 - b;) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
and Ao, Al are given by the relations (2.9). 
Note that the constants Cl, Cs, in the relations (2.7) and (2.8), are the coefficients of z-l, zd2 
in the expansion of the function 
T2(x) = { 
(x2 - uf) (x2 - CL;> 
(9 - 0’4) (x2 - f$) 1 
1’2 )
around the point x = 00. 
Thus, we conclude here that the integral equation (1.1) can possess the solution (2.10), which 
is bounded at all the endpoints, if and only if, the forcing function f satisfies the four conditions 
of solvability criterion given by relations (2.11). Also, there exist solutions which are bounded 
at some ends and unbounded at the other ends, and can be obtained in a similar manner as was 
done in [4]. 
In the general case, when L consists of n disjoint union of intervals (al, br), (~2, bz), . . . , (a,, b,,), 
the two methods of solution of the integral equation can be employed similarly and the solution 
has similar form as in the relation (2.1) but with n unknown coefficients Ai, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, 
and 
Sl(X) = (-1) k 
( 
- fJ (X2 - Uf) (X2 -b?) 1’2) t 
i=l 1 
for 5 E (ok,bk). 
By multiplying equation (1.1) by the functions x~~/&(x), i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, the unknown 
coefficients Ai can be determined in terms of certain integrals involving an unknown function 9 
which, in turn, can be obtained by evaluating the integrals s, x2%“(s) log ](u + z)/(u - x)] dx, 
u E L, i = 0, 1, . . . , n by the aid of the contour integration. Here T(z) would be of the form given 
b? 
Vx) = 
(?g - ($) . . . (x” - ($) . . . (x2 - ug 
(x2 - O f). . (fg - 9). . . (9 - b;) 
1’2 ) 
fOrak<X<bk. 
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In the process of evaluating the above integrals, we require to know the constants Ci, i = 
1,2,..., n which are the coefficients of x-l, xm2, . . . , x+ in the expansion of the function Tz(x), 
in the general case, given by 
TzCxc)= {fi ;~3}‘“3 
around the point x = cm. 
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